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Osteoarthritis is the most prevalent arthritic disease and affects older adult populations
worldwide, and knees are the most commonly affected joints.1 In its advanced stages, it
may cause knee dysfunction, pain, and rigidity. In the US, it is estimated that ~27 million
patients suffer from osteoarthritis every year, of whom about 10 million suffer from
knee osteoarthritis.2 One out of every ten people over the age of 60, on average, suffers
from knee osteoarthritis. With the aging of the population in the People’s Republic of
China, the incidence of knee osteoarthritis is also increasing annually.3,4 For 2002, the
burden of osteoarthritis in disability-adjusted life years was 34,150 person years.5
Since the 1970s, the patient–physician interaction has attracted extensive attention. Due to the unequal status of patients and physicians, patients are often passive,
and the patient–physician relationship is very complicated.6 Studies have verified that
patient–physician communication can improve the satisfaction of patients, treatment
persistency, understanding of medical information, quality of life, and even health.7
Effective patient–physician communication has been shown to be associated with a
broad range of improved outcomes of care.8,9 The confidence of patients in communicating with physicians can significantly affect the quality of the patient–physician
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Objectives: This study aimed to assess the reliability and validity of the Chinese version of the
10-item Perceived Efficacy in Patient–Physician Interaction (PEPPI-10) scale in hospitalized
patients with severe knee osteoarthritis in the People’s Republic of China.
Methods: Between January and March 2015, the Chinese versions of PEPPI, self-efficacy for
exercise scale, osteoporosis self-efficacy scale, and modified fall efficacy scale were applied to
assess 110 severe knee osteoarthritis patients who were hospitalized in the second ward of the
department of arthroplasty surgery of Tianjin Hospital.
Results: The Chinese version of the PEPPI-10 scale had a high coefficient of internal consistency
(Cronbach’s α coefficient, 0.907). The score of the Chinese version of PEPPI was weakly correlated with the scores of the Chinese versions of self-efficacy for exercise scale, osteoporosis
self-efficacy scale, and modified fall efficacy scale.
Conclusion: The Chinese version of the PEPPI-10 scale exhibits sufficient internal consistency
and convergent validity in hospitalized patients with severe knee osteoarthritis in the People’s
Republic of China.
Keywords: assessment of osteoarthritis, patient–physician communication, self-efficacy,
instrument validation
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relationship to a certain extent.10 Another study found that
the Perceived Efficacy in Patient–Physician Interaction
(PEPPI)-5 (the five item version of PEPPI) was strongly
correlated with perceived health management skills, and
moderately with social support and psychosocial aspects of
health.11 Good patient–physician interaction has been shown
to be associated with improved satisfaction with care and
health outcomes.12
Self-efficacy is the belief that one can successfully take
appropriate and meaningful action.13 The English version of
the PEPPI scale is used to test the confidence of patients when
they communicate with physicians. The English PEPPI scale
has two versions: a full ten-item scale and a simplified fiveitem scale, both of which have good reliability and validity
(Cronbach’s α coefficient for PEPPI-10 is 0.91, respectively,
Cronbach’s α coefficient for PEPPI-5 is 0.83.10 The English
version of PEPPI-5 has been translated into Dutch, and its
clinical feasibility has been verified.11 However, further
studies are required to study the differences of this scale in
assessing populations of different backgrounds, races, and
beliefs. Until now, no studies have investigated the application of this scale in hospitalized patients with severe knee
osteoarthritis in the People’s Republic of China. This study
aimed to assess the reliability and validity of the Chinese
version of PEPPI-10 scale in hospitalized patients with severe
knee osteoarthritis in Tianjin, People’s Republic of China.

Patients
A total of 115 patients with severe knee osteoarthritis hospitalized between January and March 2015 were included in the
study. Only patients who were hospitalized for knee osteoarthritis of Kellgren–Lawrence grade III and above by X-ray
were included. Patients with known cognitive impairments or
literacy problems were excluded. The survey was accompanied by a cover letter and consent form explaining the purpose
and voluntary nature of the study. In addition to the PEPPI-10,
the survey contained questions on other self-efficacy scales.
This study was approved by the Tianjin Hospital Ethics Committee and the patients and the Chinese investigators signed
the informed consent before the survey.

Methods
Survey methods
The survey was performed using a method where respondents
filled out the questionnaire at admission to the hospital.
In the data collection process, investigators explained the
survey purpose, rights, obligations, and other precautions
to the eligible respondents and gained consent from the
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respondents. The investigators explained the requirements
of the questionnaire to the respondents using uniform guidance language. The privacy of the respondents was protected
during the investigation process, and all the questionnaires
were collected at the time of their completion.

Survey tools
PEPPI

In this study, the ten-item PEPPI was adapted (Supplementary
materials), and the English version of the PEPPI was translated into the Chinese version after obtaining consent from
the author. It was then back-translated into English and
the English and Chinese versions were reconciled by both
Chinese- and English-speaking investigators. Compared
to the English version, the Chinese version consisted of
ten items to assess the confidence of patients when they
interacted with physicians (such as get a doctor to take your
chief health concern seriously, or knowing what questions
to ask the physicians). Each item of the scale was translated
into an initial Chinese version by two clinical experts in
Tianjin. The respondents were mostly hospitalized patients
with severe knee osteoarthritis, and they mainly interacted
with physicians and nurses. The modified Chinese version
of the PEPPI was formally determined after discussion in
a team meeting. Two items of the translated PEPPI scale
were raised as being of concern with regard to the Chinese
words employed to describe “answer” (item 5 “Get a doctor
to answer all of your questions”) and “do something with”
(item 9 “Get a doctor to do something about your chief health
concern”). A modified Chinese version was developed after
a series of meetings with members of the study team. This
procedure was intended to ensure that the Chinese version
of the PEPPI scale was linguistically appropriate.10 Then,
preliminary tests were conducted to confirm the readability
and feasibility of the scale in the actual survey by recruiting
ten hospitalized patients with severe osteoarthritis.
In recent years, researchers have tested the internal consistency of the PEPPI, and have also analyzed the correlation
between the scale and main psychological scales. For example,
PEPPI-5 was positively but weakly correlated with perceived
health management skills (Effective Musculoskeletal Consumer Scale, EC-17), mental health (the MOS 36-Item Short
Form, SF-36 MCS), and support from family and friends
(Arthritis Impact Measurement Scales 2, AIMS2).11

Other assessment tools
The self-efficacy for exercise scale (SEE-C) was mainly
used to study self-efficacy for exercise in aged people.14
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The Cronbach’s α coefficient of its English version was
0.92, displaying a high internal consistency. This scale consisted of nine items, and the Likert ten-grade scoring was
applied, where a high score referred to a stronger exercise
self-efficacy. The Cronbach’s α coefficient of the Chinese
version SEE-C was 0.75, which is adequate and is applicable
in clinical studies (PEPPI).15 The modified fall efficacy scale
(MFES) was used to assess the confidence in overcoming the
fear of falling. Most of the MFES terms16 were based on the
fall efficacy scale,17 and they consisted of 14 items to quantitatively analyze the fear of falling in daily activities for the
elderly. A Likert 11-point scoring system was adopted, where
0 points referred to no confidence and 10 points referred to
absolute confidence. Studies have confirmed that the MFES
had good reliability and validity in the elderly population
in the People’s Republic of China, with a Cronbach’s α
coefficient of 0.9774.18 The osteoporosis self-efficacy scale
(OSES) consisted of 21 items, and was divided into two
subscales: osteoporosis motion efficacy subscale (1–10)
and osteoporosis calcium intake efficacy scale (11–21) 19
where the Cronbach’s α coefficient of each scale was 0.90,
showing good internal consistency. A visual analog scoring
was applied in the English version of the OSES,19 where a
high score referred to stronger self-efficacy in preventing
osteoporosis. A Likert 11-point scoring was adopted in the
revised Chinese version of the OSES, and the Cronbach’s α
coefficient of this version was 0.93, suggesting a high level
of internal consistency.20

Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using Statistical Product
and Service Solutions 19.0 (SPSS 19.0) (IBM Corporation,
Armonk, NY, USA; 2010). Structural validity was examined using confirmatory factor analysis with LISREL 8.7
(Scientific Software International, Lincolnwood, IL, USA).
Due to small loss of data, no missing data patterns were identified. Factor analyses were performed to assess the validity
of the Chinese version of the PEPPI, in order to determine the
hidden representative factors among many variables. Testing
results showed that factor analyses were applicable in scales
with Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin index 0.7 and P0.05.21 In this
study, factors that met the requirements (eigenvalue 1) were
extracted using principal component analysis and varimax
rotation. The obtained component matrices were rotated
using varimax rotation, and the variables that scored 0.6
were included in the factors.
Based on previous instruments assessing similar constructs
of PEPPI,22,23 we tested the correlation coefficients of the
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Chinese version of PEPPI and SEE-C, MFES, OSES, age,
gender, education level, marital status, and disease duration.
The reliability of the Chinese version of the PEPPI was
assessed using Cronbach’s α coefficient, which refers to the
mean value of the split-half reliability coefficients obtained
using all possible methods to divide items and is the most common reliability measure.24 A Cronbach’s α coefficient 0.7
represents a good consistency of the scale or good reliability,
and the scale is applicable in clinical studies.25

Results
Patients
Descriptive analyses of the data were performed with all
study variables to describe the study participants. Of the 115
participants recruited, five were excluded because of missing responses to questions in the scale, resulting in a total
sample size of 110. Of the study participants, 65 were female,
the mean age was 63 years, and most of them were married
(Table 1). The overall characteristics of the respondents were
comparable to other cross-sectional surveys of patients with
knee osteoarthritis.

Distribution
The overall score of PEPPI for the patients was relatively
high. Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 19.0
software. The results revealed that the majority of patients
Table 1 Sample characteristics (N=110)
Characteristics

Mean ± SD
or number (%)

Age, years
Sex, female
Disease duration, years
Ethnicity, Han nationality
Marital status
Not married
Married
Widowed
Educationa
Low
Medium
High
PEPPI (range, 0–100)
SEE-C (range, 0–90)
MFES (range, 0–140)
OSES (range, 0–210)

63.42±6.7
65 (59.0)
10.7±7.1
108 (98.2)
1 (0.9)
105 (95.5)
4 (3.6)
40 (36.4)
62 (56.4)
8 (7.3)
90.07±12.9
75.92±13.9
131.55±13.9
188.95±27.5

Notes: aLow = none, primary school, lower-level vocational training, lower-level
secondary general education; medium = middle-level vocational training, higherlevel secondary general education; high = higher-level vocational training, academic
education.
Abbreviations: MFES, modified fall efficacy scale; OSES, osteoporosis self-efficacy
scale; PEPPI, Perceived Efficacy in Patient–Physician Interactions; SD, standard
deviation; SEE-C, self-efficacy for exercise scale.
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Table 2 Factor analysis of the Chinese version of PEPPI
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Figure 1 Distribution of total PEPPI scores.
Note: Mean =90.07, Standard deviation (line) =12.89, N=110.
Abbreviation: PEPPI, Perceived Efficacy in Patient–Physician Interactions.

tended to have a high score; the skewness was −1.873 and
the kurtosis was 3.773. The results of the survey showed that
the Chinese version of the PEPPI was negatively skewed and
mostly concentrated above the mean value (68.2%). None
of the patients scored 0 points, and 31 patients (28.2%)
obtained a score of 100 points (Figure 1). Meanwhile, our
survey results were not normally distributed due to the floor
and ceiling effects.

Factor analysis

The Cronbach’s α coefficient was 0.907, indicating sufficient internal consistency of this scale, or close correlation
between the internal items in the scale. The data of the PEPPI
in the 110 patients with knee osteoarthritis were analyzed,
and the Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin index was found to be 0.889
and the results of the Bartlett’s test of sphericity revealed a
χ2 value of 812.813 (P0.01), where factor analysis was
applicable. Two common factors with eigenvalue 1 were
extracted using principal component analysis and varimax
rotation, and the cumulative contribution rate was 71.178%.
The eigenvalue of the first common factor was 6.111, and
was 3.955 after rotation, including the 2–7 items, with a
contribution rate of 61.105%. The eigenvalue of the second
common factor was 1.007 and 3.163 after rotation, including the 1, 8–10 items, with a contribution rate of 10.073%
(Table 2, Figure 2).

Structural validity and internal
consistency
With the exception of the root mean square error of approximation, which was above the cutoff value for good fit,
2192
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Factor 1

Factor 2

0.848
0.820
0.764
0.729
0.682
0.644
0.062
0.505
0.377
0.405

0.299
0.365
0.105
0.293
0.469
0.530
0.826
0.781
0.726
0.723

Abbreviation: PEPPI, Perceived Efficacy in Patient–Physician Interactions.

confirmatory factor analysis showed good fit indices for a
two-factor model of the PEPPI-10 (df=33, P-value =0.000,
root mean square error of approximation =0.164).
Standardized factor loadings ranged between 0.75 for
item 1 and 1.02 for item 2 (Figure 3). The median residual
correlation between the items was 0.25 and the largest
residual correlation (between items 2 and 9) was 0.46. The
correlation coefficient between the two factors was 0.89
(Figures 3 and 4).

Correlation study
The Chinese version of the PEPPI was statistically, significantly, and positively correlated with other self-efficacies,
including SEE-C, OSES, and MFES. The score of the
Chinese version of the PEPPI was negatively correlated with
age (r=−0.018, P0.05) and disease duration (r=−0.016,
P0.05), but these relationships were not statistically significant (Table 3).
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Figure 2 Scree plot.
Note: Two common factors with eigenvalue 1 were extracted using principal
component analysis and varimax rotation.
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Figure 3 Standardized factor loadings and residuals for the items of the PEPPI.
Abbreviation: PEPPI, Perceived Efficacy in Patient–Physician Interactions.
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Figure 4 The correlation of main factors.
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Table 3 Pearson correlations between the PEPPI and other measures
PEPPI
Pearson correlations
P-value
N
Bootstrapa
Deviation
Standard error
95% CI
Floor
Ceiling

SEE-C

MFES

OSES

Disease duration

Age

1
110

0.292**
0.002
110

0.220*
0.021
110

0.315**
0.001
110

−0.016
0.870
110

−0.018
0.853
110

0
0

0.006
0.084

0.013
0.095

0.009
0.078

−0.003
0.093

−0.001
0.088

1
1

0.131
0.470

0.056
0.437

0.180
0.492

−0.223
0.155

−0.197
0.148

Notes: aUnless otherwise noted, bootstrap results are based on 1,000 bootstrap samples; *P0.05; **P0.01.
Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; MFES, modified fall efficacy scale; OSES, osteoporosis self-efficacy scale; PEPPI, Perceived Efficacy in Patient–Physician Interactions;
SEE-C, self-efficacy for exercise scale.

Discussion
The main purpose of this study was to introduce the PEPPI
into the People’s Republic of China after translating it into
the Chinese version, and to test its reliability and validity
in a small sample of hospitalized patients with severe knee
osteoarthritis. Our preliminary results confirmed that the
Chinese version of the PEPPI has good reliability in hospitalized patients with severe knee osteoarthritis. A high
internal consistency of the Chinese version of the PEPPI
indicated the same measurement purpose of internal items,
and confirmed the reasonability of the contents and items
of the questionnaire. Factor analysis is the common and
effective method of evaluating construct validity. Our study
confirmed that the content of the Chinese version of PEPPI
is reasonable. Our results showed that the Cronbach’s α
coefficient of the Chinese version was consistent with
that of the English version.10 But the factor analysis result
shows that the Chinese version of PEPPI-10 has two common factors, which is different from the English version of
PEPPI-10.10 The reason for this result may be that cultural
background, social, and family roles can influence the PEPPI.
The population of the People’s Republic of China is large
and all patients undergoing total knee replacement need to
pay a certain percentage of the cost of surgery in Tianjin.
Although our study showed that the two common factors of
the Chinese version of PEPPI-10 have a close relationship,
analysis of the survey results showed a negative correlation
between the PEPPI in hospitalized patients with severe knee
osteoarthritis with age, disease duration, education level,
but the correlations were not high. Due to the limited conditions, test–retest reliability was not conducted, which might
have provided further evidence of the reliability of PEPPI.
However, we preliminarily confirmed that the Chinese version of the PEPPI has sufficient reliability and convergent
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validity, and is applicable in hospitalized patients with severe
knee osteoarthritis in the People’s Republic of China, with
clinical value.
Due to the limited sample size, the results of this survey
showed that the scores of the Chinese version of the PEPPI
in our study population were negatively skewed instead of
normally distributed. Therefore, we suggest the need for
conducting long-term studies of the Chinese version of the
PEPPI with a large sample size to promote the Chinese version in the People’s Republic of China and to identify its
applicability in Chinese patients.
Correlation analysis of the Chinese version with the
relevant self-efficacy scales for the orthopedic inpatients
returned findings consistent with our prior assumptions,
where the Chinese version of the PEPPI was positively but
weakly correlated with the Chinese versions of the SEE-C,
OSES, and MFES. It has been reported that self-efficacy in
a specific domain does not emanate from a general sense
of efficacy.26 The Chinese version of the PEPPI is used to
measure the PEPPI in specific environments. Due to the
long-term burden of the disease, inpatients with severe knee
osteoarthritis care about their own quality of life, and hope
to improve their physical and mental health and quality of
life in various aspects. In terms of clinical and demographic
characteristics, the PEPPI score showed statistically nonsignificant correlations with age and disease course. This
may be because most of the inpatients with severe knee
osteoarthritis undergo long-term treatment, leading to skilled
patient–physician interaction.
For half a century, a large number of studies on selfefficacy theory have been conducted by clinical physicians,
psychologists, nursing scholars, and educators, including
the establishment of self-efficacy management programs
and design of the specific self-efficacy scale. Similar to
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other self-efficacy scales, the PEPPI was designed to assess
self-efficacy for specific aspects in patients. Efficacy in the
patient–physician interaction can be considered a tool to
assess the effects of intervention on health treatment and
adherence.10

Conclusion
To our knowledge, this is the first time PEPPI was applied
to assess hospitalized patients with severe knee osteoarthritis
in the People’s Republic of China. Our results indicated that
the Chinese version of the PEPPI can be used to measure the
PEPPI in hospitalized patients with severe knee osteoarthritis.
Although we found good reliability and convergent validity
of the Chinese version of the PEPPI in this study, further
clinical applications are required to assess its long-term
merits and demerits.
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